Securely crimped, the Plastic Tab-Seal® caps are designed to secure against pilferage or substitution of drum contents. The plastic Tab-Seal® cap can be customized with your design to ensure maximum protection of your brand.
Ensuring maximum service worldwide

Combined with Tri-Sure® More Than Closures’ global network of sales and service centers, technical support and Tab-Seal® cap tooling, the plastic Tab-Seal® caps are the choice for companies that value safety and protection of the drum content filled.

Sealing performance

Sealed correctly with the proper Tri-Sure Sealing tool, plastic Tab-Seal® cap will withstand pressure changes including those resulting from impact and increases your protection against leakage.

Thoughtful design

Plastic Tab-Seal® 2” and ¾” caps are designed to work in perfect combination with the other components of the Tri-Sure closures system to provide the best sealing solution. This is achieved through years of continuous development and testing by working together with the largest drum makers.

Full customer support

As expected of the world leader in industrial closures systems, we provide a complete system to support application of Plastic Tab-Seal® cap. A full range of manual and pneumatic tools are available to ensure proper fitting of plastic Tab-Seal® caps. Our technical staff can also offer practical advice on achieving maximum sealing and tamper evident performance.

Maximum security

Tri-Sure Plastic Tab-Seal® cap offers unrivalled protection against undetected tampering, pilfering or substitution of your product. Plastic cap crimps firmly in place and can’t be removed without breaking aluminium ring. You can increase your brand protection further by customizing PE cap with printed or embossed logo and text, and by choosing special colour for anodized aluminium ring. Besides Tri-Sure strict distribution control will ensure that only third party fillers authorized by your company can purchase caps with your design.

Options

- Manufactured from PE, Plastic Tab-Seal® caps are supplied in white or red colour as a standard.
- Subject to minimum order quantities, full array of colours is available for cap and anodized ring.
- Plastic Tab-Seal® cap can be printed or embossed with your logo and/or message using in-house capabilities.
- Pierced version available for venting application.

Advantages

✓ Compliant with food regulations.
✓ Compliant with FM (Factory Mutual) regulations.
✓ Perfect for application in extreme storage conditions or during transportation overseas.
✓ No sharp edges to improve safety while handling drums.
✓ Offers industry leading tamper evidence protection.

For more information, samples or a quotation, please contact your Tri-Sure® More Than Closures worldwide Sales and Support center. Tri-Sure®, Tab-Seal®, 4s®, UNI-GRIP®, ULTRA-BOND®, Poly-Vent®, Plastirob® are registered trademarks.

www.tri-sure.com